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Summary
Motivation
Semiconductor saturable absorber mirrors (SESAMs) with a small modulation depth
below 1% are used for passively mode locking solid-state and semiconductor lasers
with high pulse repetition rates or high average output powers. Characterization of
such SESAMs requires accurate measurement of small changes in a reflectivity close
to 100% over several orders of magnitude of incident power. Previous measurement
setups focused on measuring incident and reflected power separately and getting the
absorption as their difference. However, computing the difference between two similar values means that small relative errors in the two measurements result in a large
relative error in the calculated difference. A new method that avoids this error source
is described and the experimental difficulties involved in its practical realization investigated.
Method
Two equal 100 MHz laser pulse trains, obtained by splitting one beam, are superimposed after one of them has been delayed by half a repetition period and reflected by
the sample whose reflectivity is to be measured, creating a signal with a pulse repetition rate of 200 MHz. What remains of the fourier component at 100 MHz is directly
proportional to the difference in power between the original and the reflected beam,
i.e. the absorption of the sample. This means that the problematic difference calculation is done by nature before the measurement instead of the experimentator after it,
avoiding the amplification of measurement error. The 100 MHz component of an optical signal can be measured using a fast photodetector and a lock-in amplifier, and the
proportionality constants can be found in calibration measurements with samples of
0% and 100% reflectivity. This leads to a precise measurement of reflectivity that can
be done over a wide dynamic range of incident optical powers.
Results
After a failed attempt using an acousto-optic modulator for 50/50 beam splitting, a
successful setup was built using a cube beamsplitter. Wide dynamic range attenuation
of the incident laser power was achieved and accurately calibrated. Among other experimental difficulties, laser beam quality was improved using a fiber, errors caused by
unwanted reflexes in the setup were taken into account, and mechanisms to minimize
the errors caused by the sample positioning and the inherent errors of lock-in detection were developed. Computer programs were written for the design of the setup and
for the automation of measurement and evaluation. In the end, measurements on two
representative SESAM samples over a dynamic range of 4–5 orders of magitude were
possible, to an accuracy of below 0.1% over the top 2–3 orders of magnitude.
Outlook
The main unsolved issues that remain are unidentified nonlinearities in the setup and
the reproducibility of measurements between removing and reinserting a sample. Solving these problems, which seems possible with some additional research, could improve accuracy to 0.01% and below. A change to the way attenuation and beamsplitting are handled in the setup could keep errors low over the whole dynamic range,
avoiding the currently observed increase toward the low end of the power range.
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Abstract
A new method for measuring nonlinear reflectivities close to 100%, over several orders of magnitude of incident power, using lock-in detection at 100 MHz
is demonstrated. Applied to the characterization of semiconductor saturable absorber mirrors (SESAMs), the technique allows measurements of higher precision
than previously achieved, with errors below 0.1%, and has potential for further refinement.
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1. Introduction
Semiconductor saturable absorber mirrors (SESAMs) are being used with great success for passively mode locking solid-state and semiconductor lasers [1]. They mainly
consist of a semiconductor absorber, modeled as a two-level system, on top of a semiconductor Bragg mirror, forming a device whose reflectivity increases with increasing incident intensity. The selection of materials and layer thicknesses in the epitaxial
growth process allows for a wide freedom in the design of SESAMs. To optimize the
design and fabrication process and to judge a given SESAM’s suitability for a particular application, the ability to accurately characterize it is essential. Besides quantities
such as wavelength range and recovery time, an important part of the characteristic
data of a SESAM is its reflectivity as a function of the incident pulse energy fluence.
To inhibit Q-switching instabilities in mode-locked lasers with high pulse repetition
rates or high average output powers, SESAMs with a small modulation depth below
1% are used [2]. Accurately measuring such small changes in a reflectivity close to
100%, over several orders of magnitude of incident power, turns out to be a difficult
task. Up to now, it has been done by measuring incident and reflected power separately and getting the absorption as their difference [3]. However, computing the
difference between two similar values means that small relative errors in the two measurements result in a large relative error in the calculated difference, an effect also well
known as “cancellation” in numerical computation.
The basic new idea for improving this situation therefore is: Let nature do the difference, and measure the result directly. The goal of the present project was to build an
experimental setup using this technique to measure nonlinear SESAM reflectivity over
a wide dynamic range and investigate the experimental difficulties involved.
Experimental progress will be described in more or less chronological order, centered around one failed (section 5) and one successful attempt (section 7). For a start,
short introductions into the theory (section 2) and the equipment used (section 3) will
be given, and at the end, another idea will be described that could possibly enhance
measurements further, but was not experimentally tested for lack of time (section 8).

2. Theory
“Letting nature do the difference” is difficult to do using quantities that are inherently
positive, such as optical powers. The trick that allows doing it anyway it is the temporal Fourier transform—as a linear transform, it commutes with addition, yet the
Fourier transform of a positive signal need not be positive. Experimentally, it is realized by lock-in detection at a particular frequency.

2.1. Basic Setup
The basic structure of the experiment is a setup as shown in figure 1. A beam of pulsed
laser light with repetition rate f 0 is split equally into two paths of different lengths and
then recombined. One arm contains an ideal mirror, the other the sample whose reflectivity R, or rather absorption 1 − R, is to be measured. The power in the recombined
beam is then measured by a fast photodetector. The interesting phenomenon happens
when the difference between the two optical path lengths is half the distance between
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Figure 1: Basic setup

two pulses (i.e. the difference between the two arm lengths a quarter of it, 4cf , since
0
each arm is traversed back and forth), causing the pulses from one arm to lie exactly
in the middle between the ones from the other arm in the recombined beam. Note that
never having two pulses from different arms coincide means that, although the setup
looks similar to a Michelson interferometer, there is no interference between the two
arms. We therefore need not be concerned with the optical-frequency oscillation of the
electric field, but can base our analysis on pulse envelopes.

2.2. Interpretation in Terms of a Fourier Transform
Let’s look at what the Fourier transform of the measured signal is, and, in particular, its
component at frequency f 0 . What follows is not a mathematical derivation strict to the
last detail, but aims at an intuitive, pictorial understanding of what happens, together
with figures 2 and 3.
The temporal signal S(t) is a superposition of two pulse trains, each with a period of
T = 1/ f 0 , one slightly attenuated by a factor R and shifted by a time τ (which is near
T/2). Taking out the pulse shape P(t), it can be written as a convolution
S(t) = P(t) ∗ (D(t) + R · D(t − τ))
with delta combs

∞

D(t) =

∑

δ(t − jT)

j=−∞

(left side of figure 2). The Fourier transform takes the pulse shape P(t) to its spectrum
P̂( f ) (which is much wider than 1/T, since the pulse is much shorter than T), the delta
comb D(t) to another delta comb D̂( f ) with a period of 1/T, the convolution to a
multiplication, and the shift by τ to a multiplication by e2πi f τ :




Ŝ( f ) = P̂( f ) · D̂( f ) + R · e2πi f τ · D̂( f ) = P̂( f ) · D̂( f ) · 1 + R · e2πi f τ
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Figure 2: Fourier transform of the measured signal
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Figure 3: Fourier transform of the measured signal (continued)
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(right side of figure 2 and figure 3). Evaluating this at f = f 0 (actually, integrating
over a small interval around f 0 to get rid of the delta function and get a coefficient
from the Fourier series instead of a point on the continuous Fourier transform) and
inserting τ = T/2 = 1/(2 f 0 ) makes the exponent equal to πi and yields just what
we are looking for: a constant times 1 − R. Blocking the beam in the sample arm and
measuring the signal of the reference arm alone, effectively setting R = 0, gives the
same constant times 1. Dividing the two results, one gets 1 − R.
In figure 3, it can also be seen that changing the intensity ratio R of the two arms
(the radius of the e2πi f τ helix) shifts the signal in the real direction, while changing the
delay τ by a small amount, modifying the pitch of the helix, shifts it in the imaginary
direction.

2.3. Interpretation in Terms of the Lock-In Amplifier Output
Another, more practical, approach of looking at the situation is the following: Consider
one of the two arms of the setup. The pulse train from the laser source propagates
through a certain path length to the photodetector. There its intensity is converted to
an electrical signal, which is then analyzed by a lock-in amplifier whose reference oscillator is synchronized to the pulsed source at frequency f 0 . The lock-in amplifier will
measure the Fourier component at f 0 of the signal as a two-dimensional real vector
(x, y), or a complex quantity with real part x and imaginary part y or amplitude r and
phase φ. Changing the optical power incident on the photodetector (while leaving the
shape of the pulse train unchanged) will scale the amplitude r proportionally. Changing the optical path length on the other hand will change the time delay between the
photodetector signal and the reference signal, thereby rotating the phase φ proportionately. Increasing the path length by the distance between two pulses, i. e. shifting the
end mirror by half that distance, rotates the phase by a full 2π.
Because the Fourier transform is linear, the observed signal vector of the superimposed beams from the two arms is the sum of the two single signal vectors. By adjusting the arm lengths, it is possible to make the signal vectors from the two arms point in
opposite directions, such that they, due to their similar lengths, add up to a sum near
zero. In other words, the “negative” signal from the reference arm is used to shift the
“positive” signal from the sample arm, whose small variation we want to observe, to
the vicinity of zero, where that variation can then be measured with greater resolution
(figure 4).
Again, it is apparent that a variation in the amplitudes of the two signals causes the
resulting signal to shift in the x (real) direction, while a small phase rotation of one
signal shifts it in the y (imaginary) direction (assuming that the reference phase of the
lock-in amplifier is set such that the signal from the sample arm lies along the positive
x axis).

2.4. Theoretical Model of SESAM Reflectivity
Modeling a SESAM absorber as a two-level system [5] together with some approximations leads to the model equation



ln 1 + Rlin /Rns e F/Fsat − 1
R(F) = Rns
F/Fsat
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Figure 5: SESAM reflectivity model function

for the reflectivity R as a function of the pulse energy fluence F [3]. Plotted on a logarithmic fluence scale, this looks like the thick curve in figure 5. The parameters that
define the curve are the linear reflectivity Rlin , which is reached in the limit of zero fluence, the nonsaturable reflectivity Rns , which is reached in the limit of infinite fluence,
when absorption is completely saturated, and the saturation fluence Fsat , where 37%
(e−1 ) of the transition from Rlin to Rns is accomplished. A quantity of practical interest
is the modulation depth ∆R = Rns − Rlin . This model equation is valid for a flat-top
beam profile, i.e. constant fluence over the whole beam cross section. For the Gaussian
beams that are typically used in experiments, some corrections have to be applied.
For high fluences, SESAMs exhibit a certain roll-off in reflectivity attributed to twophoton absorption and other induced absorption effects [3, 4], as indicated by the dotted curve in figure 5. This roll-off is modeled by a factor e−F/F2 in the reflectivity
function with an additional parameter F2 .
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3. Equipment
As a pulsed light source, a GE-100 mode-locked Nd:YVO4 laser from Time-Bandwidth
Products was used. It produces 7 ps sech2 pulses at a repetition rate of 100 MHz, resulting in a required arm length difference of about 75 cm, a wavelength of 1064 nm
and a maximum average output power of around 500 mW. It has a built-in diagnostic
photodiode that directly provides a reliable reference signal for the lock-in amplifier.
One problem with this source was that its SESAM seemed to degrade rapidly. Over
a few weeks of daily use, the average output power dropped from 510 mW to 450 mW.
At that point, a complete readjustment to use a different spot on the SESAM raised
the power to 560 mW, but by the end of all measurements, three months later, it had
already decreased to 390 mW again. In parallel to the power drop, beam quality deteriorated. Often higher transversal modes replaced the clean TEM-00 mode, and while
they could usually be eliminated by small adjustments of the SESAM position in longitudinal direction, this grew progressively more difficult over time.
A Thorlabs DET210 high-speed silicon photodiode served as a photodetector capable of observing the 100 MHz component of the optical intensity. Its fast response
(< 1 ns specified rise/fall time) comes in exchange to a relatively small active area of
1 mm diameter.
A Stanford Research Systems SR844 RF lock-in amplifier, computer-controlled over a
GPIB interface, measured the electrical signal from the photodiode. Lock-in detection
at 100 MHz, a frequency at which electromagnetic signals start propagating through
free space as well as along wires, is not a trivial task, and while many pitfalls are
avoided by the design of the SR844, some remain and will be discussed later.
For slower average power measurements, a Thorlabs PDA55 large-area photodiode
in conjunction with a mechanical 2 kHz chopper and an SR830 DSP lock-in amplifier
was used.

4. Wide Dynamic Range Attenuation
To recover the relevant model parameters from a SESAM reflectivity measurement, it
has to cover a range of pulse energy fluences of at least three orders of magnitude.
One means of attenuating a laser beam by such factors continuously and reproducibly
is using linear polarizers and rotatable half-wave plates. Others include acousto-optic
modulators and graded neutral-density filter wheels. All three have their problems [3],
for the present project the first one was chosen.

4.1. Setup
Because of its Brewster-angle laser crystal, the output of our laser is already very
well linearly (p) polarized and a separate polarizer is not necessary. A half-wave
plate mounted in a motorized rotary stage, computer-controllable through a Newport
ESP300 motion controller, was placed directly in front of the laser. After it, a polarizing
cube beam splitter with a specified extinction ratio of 1000:1 rejects one linear polarization component. To minimize the influence of a hypothetical wavelength mismatch
of the half-wave plate, which would generate an elliptical polarization that cannot
be attenuated as much as a pure linear one, the polarizer was oriented to transmit s
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polarized light. That way, maximum attenuation occurs when the half-wave plate is
oriented with its optical axis parallel to the incoming polarization, an orientation in
which even a mismatched wave plate has no influence on polarization.

4.2. Adaptive Calibration Measurement
Calibrating this setup to determine the maximum attenuation factor and the half-wave
plate rotation angle at which it is attained was done by measuring output power as a
function of the rotation angle using the slow large-area photodiode, mechanical chopper, and DSP lock-in amplifier. The measurement was automated by a LabVIEW program remote-controlling the motion controller and lock-in amplifier. At first, a given
angle range was run through in equidistant steps, recording the x component of the
measured signal at each step and displaying it on a logarithmic scale. Using the x
component means that the lock-in amplifier’s reference phase has to be set such that
the signal lies near the positive x axis, which is most conveniently achieved using the
lock-in amplifier’s “auto phase” function. Using the R instead of the x component,
which would avoid this step, is not advisable, because the nonlinear rectangular-topolar transform makes it impossible to average out noise after the measurement, especially for signals near zero, where R is always positive, while a noisy x signal is
sometimes positive, sometimes negative.
Equidistant angle sampling quickly turned out to be too simplistic. In particular,
around the angle of minimum transmission, small angle variations cause big relative
changes in transmission (in the ideal case, minimum transmission is zero). To get a
good estimate of the maximum attenuation factor, the angle intervals in that area need
to be very small, while in other areas lower sample densities are sufficient. Therefore
a new, more sophisticated program was developed. Its final version is included in the
accompanying software package, named CW Calibrate Waveplate Adapt.vi, and its user
interface is shown in figure 6.
The basic idea is adapting the local sample density to the magnitude of the measured
signal. This is achieved by the following iterative algorithm: At each point in time,
the angles at which measurements already exist divide the given angle range into a
sequence of intervals. At the beginning, there is one interval spanning the whole angle
range, and a measurement is taken at its left edge to start the iteration. At each step,
one of the existing intervals is chosen and subdivided, taking a new measurement at its
center point and replacing the interval with two new intervals of half the size. Which
interval to subdivide is chosen based on a figure of merit computed as a weighted sum
of the following quantities:
• the logarithm of the interval length: longer intervals are preferred candidates for
subdivision
• the negative logarithm of the measured signal at the left interval boundary: areas
of lower signal are preferred (the mean of the signals at the left and right boundaries would be a more accurate estimate of the signal at the subdivision point,
but that would make the program more complex, and the distinction becomes
irrelevant as soon as the intervals get short enough)
• the square of the distance from the previous measurement: traveling a shorter
way is preferred.
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Figure 6: The adaptive half-wave plate calibration program
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Using the first two items alone, this ranking causes the algorithm to keep the figures
of merit of all intervals in a range of constant extent, since subdividing the interval
with the highest figure of merit decreases the logarithm of its length and therefore its
figure of merit by a constant amount (assuming that the measured value is approximately constant, which is increasingly the case as the intervals get shorter). Keeping
the figures of merit in a limited range means that the algorithm, as the signal decreases
by a certain factor, strives to increase the sample density (inverse of the interval length)
by a proportional factor. The proportionality constant is dependent on the ratio of the
weights in the computation of the figure of merit and can directly be specified by the
user.
The third item was added to make the measurements take less time by avoiding
situations where the rotary stage would rotate from one end of the angle range to the
other and back again without any measurements taken in between.
Apart from the adaptive sample density, this approach has a few further advantages:
• Measuring runs can be done incrementally: if a certain number of samples turns
out not to be enough, more can be taken without throwing away the existing data,
and the result is the same as if a greater number of samples was taken from the
beginning. This is reflected in the user interface by the distinction between the
“Reset” button that starts a new measurement by clearing all existing data and
setting up the desired angle range and the “Take more samples” button that can
be used repeatedly. It is even possible to change the adaptation settings between
two runs.
• Because the samples are not taken in sequential order, unreproducible slow drifts
in the measuring apparatus show up as differences between adjacent points,
added to the measurement noise, instead of hiding in a hardly visible continuous
distortion across the measurement. Detecting and quantifying these variations is
relatively easy and leads to reliable estimates of expected value and variance of
the attenuation at a certain angle setting.
• In a similar way, mechanical inaccuracies of the rotary stage are transformed
into quantifiable noise-like signal variations. In particular, mechanical hysteresis
that would cause a systematic error in a unidirectional scan is converted into
a quasi-random error because some points are approached from the left, others
from the right side. (Note that this, although an advantage from a general point
of view, might not actually be advantageous in our specific application, as the
SESAM measurement is later done in a sequential scan of known direction, so
approaching all points from that direction in the calibration would better match
the two processes.)
Directly in the measuring programs, some preliminary estimates of quantities such
as maximum attenuation ratio and angle of minimum signal are computed. These are
not accurate enough for further use, however, mainly for the reason that the dynamic
range of the lock-in amplifier is limited to about 104 , leading to large relative quantization errors in the smallest signals. In fact, around the angle of minimum signal, many
measurements come out as zero or even negative (due to noise) and therefore don’t
even show up in the logarithmic plot. Working around this by dynamically adjusting
the sensitivity of the lock-in amplifier was considered not worth the effort because it
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would likely introduce new problems, and whether it would result in a significant gain
in precision is questionable.
After a measurement run, the half-wave plate is rotated to the current estimate of the
angle of maximum signal. At that point, the optical power at a place of interest, such as
the SESAM sample position, can be measured using a power meter for a quantitative
calibration of the acquired data. The measured value can be entered into the program
and is saved to a file along with the other data.

4.3. Processing of Calibration Data
Further processing of the data to get an angle-to-power mapping usable for analyzing the results of actual SESAM measurements is done in an Igor program, included
in Waveplate Calibration.ipf. Simple interpolation of course does not work with a noisy
data set. Instead, a method of finding a sensible average function that provides a most
likely candidate value for the attenuation at a given angle setting is needed. This function should reproduce any systematic deviations from the ideal model, but not random
noise. The remaining noise should be converted into a measure of the uncertainty of a
value given by the function.
The simplest model function to apply to our data is a cos2 (2α), slightly offset from
zero to account for any ellipticity in the polarization, or equivalently a cosine with
double the frequency and a variable offset. Letting Igor fit such a function to the data
however invariably ended with a minimum value below zero. Using variable weights
in the fitting procedure was not successful either. Better results were obtained by fitting
the logarithm of such a function to the logarithm of the data. In that case, a systematic deviation remained between the fitted function and the data that was attributed to
parasitic effects such as beam steering from the slightly wedged half-wave plate and
corrected by introducing an additional Fourier component into the fit function. Further experimentation however proved this interpretation to be incorrect, the deviation
was actually caused by the fact that taking the logarithm eliminated the data points
at zero and below. It was finally found that applying the fit function to the original
data, without taking a logarithm, produces good results if the fit parameter that indicates the minimum value is specified logarithmically, preventing it from going below
zero. The key to getting a good fit was letting the minimum value go down as far as
10−10 , much farther than the data points affected by the lock-in amplifier’s finite resolution suggested at first sight. Going lower than 10−10 caused the fitting procedure
to fail because of numerical problems. The second Fourier component seems not to be
necessary anymore, but it was left in just in case.
To calculate something like a local mean square error as a measure of the uncertainty of a value given by the fitted function, a model function is fitted to the square
of the difference between data and fit. At first, total noise was modeled as composed of a constant component and a component proportional to the signal, σ2 (α) =
σ02 + (σ1 Signal(α))2 , equivalent to the fit function



1
α − α0
2
σ (α) = min + (max − min)
1 + cos 2π
2
p
with α0 and p known from the signal fit and and min and max as fit parameters. This
did not fit the data very well though. The fit got much better when a heuristic expo-
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nential saturation (1 − e−x ) was added, resulting in the fit function
σ2 (α) = min + (max − min)

1−e




α−α
−s 21 1+cos 2π p 0

1 − e−s

with an additional fit parameter s, the saturation strength.
An example fit produced by this procedure is shown in figure 7. The left column
shows the data on linear and logarithmic scales, together with the fit curve (solid line)
and estimated error bounds (dashed lines, one standard deviation) around it. The
logarithmic plot clearly shows that our setup achieves an attenuation factor of at least
104 , most likely around 105.5 . The right column shows the difference between data and
fit, both absolute (linear scale) and relative (logarithmic scale). In both cases, the points
are evenly distributed above and below zero, indicating a good fit. The dashed lines
appear to give a good estimate of a local standard deviation as well.

5. First Attempt: Using an AOM
5.1. Setup
Splitting a beam into two beams of equal intensity, preferably adjustable, is an important requirement of a setup as sketched in figure 1. One possibility of achieving an
adjustable splitting ratio is using an acousto-optic modulator (AOM), whose diffraction efficiency can be continuously adjusted by varying the intensity of the acoustic
wave. Three AOMs with acoustic frequencies of 80, 60, and 40 MHz were tested. Unfortunately, the first two of them, being designed for wavelengths around 633 nm, only
reached a diffraction efficiency of around 40% into the first order at their maximum
specified RF drive powers with our 1064 nm light. The third one, AOM-402A3, delivered up to 51%, which was deemed barely acceptable if one arm contained slightly
higher losses than the other. Therefore, a concrete setup using this AOM was planned,
which in its final version looked like figure 8.
After two mirrors that facilitate alignment of the beam, the light passes through the
attenuation stage consisting of the half-wave plate and a polarizing cube, then through
a Faraday rotator and another polarizing cube, rotated by 45◦ around the beam axis.
The combination of Faraday rotator and two polarizing cubes acts as an optical isolator and is necessary to prevent the light coming back through the AOM, which has
nearly half the intensity of the incident light, from going back into the laser and causing
instabilities. A lens then focuses the beam into the AOM, where it is split into the 0th
and 1st diffraction orders. Due to the low acoustic frequency (40 MHz) of the AOM, the
two beams only deviate by an angle of about 11 mrad. They are separated by another
mirror and focused onto the end mirrors (sample and high reflector) of their respective
arms by two lenses. All mirrors are Thorlabs BB1-E03 broadband dielectric high reflectors. Apart from the fact that a focus is necessary on the sample to achieve high enough
pulse energy fluences, having the end mirror in a focus means that the beam is exactly
reflected back into itself. An uncoated BK7 glass wedge beamsplitter then reflects a
small percentage of the light returning from the arms onto the photodetector. Focusing the incoming light into the AOM implies that the returning beams, reflected back
into themselves, have a waist at their intersection point in the AOM too, and therefore
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also at the mirror image of this point, where the detector is placed. The intensity at
the detector turned out to be well inside the linearity range of the photodiode, making
additional attenuation unnecessary (this had to be experimentally confirmed, since the
peak power of our pulses could possibly have exceeded the linearity range, but with
the detector’s bandwidth not high enough to resolve the shape of a single pulse, the
response to the 100 MHz component was found to be linear enough). The 0th diffraction order was chosen for the long arm in order not to burden the 1st order, which
only reached the required intensity by a small margin, with the additional losses at the
separation mirror.

5.2. Choice of Polarization
Special attention was paid to the choice of polarizations. To minimize the difference
in the reflectivity of the beamsplitter between the two beams incident under slightly
different angles, and to minimize the influence of small variations of the polarization, s (vertical) polarization was chosen. Additionally, the angle of incidence on the
beamsplitter was held as small as possible. The manual of the AOM-402A3 says nothing about a preferred polarization for optimum diffraction efficiency, although other
AOMs are specified as preferring s polarization, which is another point in its favor.
This means, however, that the orientation of the first polarizer cube for maximum attenuation with an imperfect half-wave plate, as described in section 4, can no longer
be maintained. An actual measurement of the attenuation for different cube orientations supported that decision by showing that the difference, while noticeable, is small
enough to be irrelevant for our purposes.

5.3. Beam Clipping Errors
In several places in this setup, the beam has to pass through small apertures: in the
Faraday rotator, in the AOM, and also, if the mirror is regarded as an aperture, in the
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mirror separating the two beams. To find out what this meant for the accuracy and
the adjustment of our setup, the following question had to be answered: “When a
Gaussian beam of radius 1 is directed onto a circular aperture of radius R, off-center
by a distance d, what fraction P of the power is transmitted, what fraction (1 − P) is
clipped away?” (Setting the beam radius to 1 is not a restriction but simply means that
R and d are specified in units of the beam radius, which is a convenient normalization
for this problem.)
For d = 0, the problem can be solved analytically:
R 2π R R −2r2
r dr dφ
2
φ=0 r=0 e
= 1 − e−2R .
P = R 2π R ∞
2
−2r
r dr dφ
φ=0 r=0 e
For positive d, this is no longer the case, and the integral of the intensity over the aperture has to be evaluated numerically. This was attempted to do in Matlab. Because the
goal is plotting 1 − P as a function of R and d on a logarithmic scale, the computation
of 1 − P has to be done to a specified relative accuracy, which is translated to an absolute accuracy in the logarithm. Matlab’s quadrature functions, however, only allow
the specification of an absolute tolerance. Setting this low enough to get an accurate
image where 1 − P is small would make the computation take much more time than
needed for the parameters where 1 − P is large. Therefore, a way of finding a sensible
absolute tolerance given R and d is needed. Saying that we want a relative accuracy of
10−x means that we need to specify an absolute tolerance of 10−x times the value of the
integral that is not yet known. We can however substitute it with an approximation of
the integral that is known to be within some factor around the real value.
Approximations of 1 − P can be found in several limits. For small d, a zeroth-order
approximation is setting d = 0 and solving the integral analytically, as shown above:
2

1 − P ≈ e−2R .
For large R and d near R, the circular aperture can be replaced by a half plane. This
doesn’t make the integral analytically solvable, but replaces it by the error function erf,
which is calculated by Matlab quite efficiently:
1−P ≈ 1−

2
π

Z

∞

Z

R−d

−∞ −∞

e−2(x

2 +y2 )

dx dy =

√

1
1 − erf
2 (R − d) .
2

Combining these approximations by taking the larger of the two at each point produces a value that lies between the real value of 1 − P and about 1/5 of it everywhere
in the interesting parameter range. Because an absolute error in 1 − P amounts to the
same absolute error in P, this approximation, scaled by a constant, can be used as the
absolute tolerance in the calculation of P as
Z 2πZ R
2
2
2
P = e−2d
r e−2(r −2rd cos φ) dr dφ.
π
0
0
This is good enough to reduce the total computation time to the order of a few minutes
while maintaining an acceptable accuracy down to the lowest values. A higher-order
approximation for small d would probably speed up the process even more, but wasn’t
considered worth the effort.
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The Matlab files performing the calculation described in this section are included in
the folder Beam Clipping, and the end result, a logarithmically spaced contour plot of
1 − P, is shown in figure 9. As a reading example, to limit the clipping loss to 10−6
with an alignment tolerance of half a beam radius, the aperture has to be at least three
times as large as the beam.
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Figure 9: When directing a Gaussian beam of radius 1 onto a circular aperture of radius R, offcenter by a distance d, what fraction 1 – P of the power is lost?

5.4. Problems
After the setup was assembled and everything was properly aligned, several problems
turned up that ultimately led to the abandonment of the idea in its current form.
First, in longer measurements that were intended to reveal whether any beam steering influence could be seen in the output signal when the half-wave plate was turned
over the full 360◦ , it was found that the diffraction efficiency drifted by about two percent over 10 minutes. The effect was traced back to a drift in the AOM driver’s electrical output power. Avoiding this to get a stable 50/50 splitting ratio would probably
only be possible using some kind of active feedback loop.
Second, as indicated in figure 8, the two beams are 6.5 mm in diameter and only
14 mm apart at the location of the beam separation mirror. Improving this situation
was not possible, since the diffraction angle is given by the acoustic frequency of the
AOM, and decreasing beam divergence would mean focusing less, which would cause
the beam not to fit through the narrow apertures of the AOM. Adding additional lenses
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after the AOM was not possible either because of the proximity of the beams. A calculation assuming a Gaussian intensity profile and taking into account the mirror’s specified 90% clear aperture indicated that at most 2 · 10−4 of the intensity would be lost,
which was considered acceptable. In reality, a significantly larger part of the power of
the 0th order was not only lost from the long arm, but even captured by the focusing
lens of the short arm and sent back to the detector even when the long arm was blocked
in front of its lens. The primary reason was soon found to be that the laser was running
on higher transversal modes, as mentioned in section 3, but even after readjusting it
as well as possible, which did not seem to restore a completely clean Gaussian beam
profile, about 0.5% of the 0th order power was still going astray into the short arm. A
quick visual check seemed to suggest that the beam was elliptic, wider than high, at the
mirror location, therefore mounting the laser on higher feet and rearranging the two
beam alignment mirrors as to turn the beam by 90◦ was tried. This did not improve the
situation though, and the beam looked just as asymmetric as before, still wider than
high. A beam profile measurement indicated that indeed the visual impression had
most likely been an illusion. Furthermore, it showed that beam quality was indeed
slightly worse than before, with an M2 of 1.09 instead of the 1.05 measured before.
Since this problem was unsolvable in the current setup, which therefore had to be
taken apart anyway, it was decided to abandon the idea of using an AOM for the
moment and rather concentrate on the second idea, involving a cube beamsplitter.

6. Beam Cleaning by a Large Mode Area Holey Fiber
To avoid beam quality problems in the future, it was decided to use a single-mode fiber
to clean the beam profile. Because of the high power that has to go through the fiber,
a large mode area is necessary to keep the intensity down, avoiding nonlinear effects
and damage to the fiber. A suitable fiber was found in the form of a piece of about 3.5 m
of “F437Z large mode area holey fiber”. It has an effective mode area of 370–380 µm2 ,
corresponding to a beam radius of 11 µm. Holey fibers, also known as photonic crystal
fibers, can guide light due to the difference in effective refractive index between the
solid core and the cladding interspersed with air holes [6], shown in a microscopic image of the cross section of our fiber in figure 10. For certain parameter values, they stay
single-mode over their whole usable wavelength range [7], and their modes, while reflecting the hexagonal symmetry of the fiber structure in the outer, weaker regions, are
sufficiently close to a circular Gaussian beam profile over the majority of the effective
mode area to be useful for our purpose [6, 8, 9].

Figure 10: Holey fiber cross section
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Coupling the laser beam into the fiber after a 21 mm lens that focused it down to
the required 11 µm radius requires very accurate alignment. Using a high-precision
x-y-z translation stage, but no accurate angular alignment, the first attempts resulted
in a power of 190–240 mW transported through the fiber. For precise angular alignment without losing positional alignment, a method of tilting the fiber exactly about
its end was required. After a mechanism providing this capability had been built and
its infancy troubles overcome (the first version made it impossible to use an infrared indicator card for coarse alignment), guided power could be optimized to up to 395 mW,
corresponding to an incoupling efficiency of about 75%. The mechanism, consisting
of a three-screwed mirror mount and a custom-made part holding the fiber mount, is
seen in the foreground in the top photograph in figure 19.
Beam profile measurements at the end of the fiber were then made with different
bend radii to determine whether any higher modes, which have higher bending losses
than the fundamental mode, could be observed. No significant differences in the beam
profile were found, supporting the assumption that our fiber was single-mode.
Next, the influence of the fiber on the polarization of the guided light was studied. Literature contains contradictory statements about polarization in holey fibers.
While ref. [9] predicts and experimentally confirms that all linear polarizations are
maintained by the fiber, ref. [6] observes elliptical output polarization for all but two
specific perpendicular input polarizations. To clear things up, extensive measurements
on our own setup were done: the motorized half-wave plate was placed between laser
and fiber and the output polarization was examined for many fiber orientations and
input polarization angles. Output polarization was elliptic in general, so the orientation and power ratio of the main axes were recorded. A comparison of the measured
data with the theoretical model of a wave plate using Igor’s least-squares fitting abilities showed that our fiber could be described as a λ/5 plate, in agreement with the
observations of ref. [6]. A plausible explanation for the seemingly contradicting findings of ref. [9] is that they most likely used a short straight fiber segment, while the
wave plate behavior found here and also by ref. [6] is not caused by the holey fiber
structure, but by the bend-induced birefringence that can also be observed in normal
optical fibers. Because the isolator that would later be placed after the fiber (cf. figure 13 for a schematic) requires linear polarization, one of the two invariant polarization directions (the one that lay closer to the laser’s output polarization, for the reasons
discussed in section 4.1) was chosen for the attenuating polarizer between half-wave
plate and fiber. The output polarization of the fiber, still slightly elliptical because of
the limited alignment accuracy, would then be straightened by the isolator’s first polarizer without causing too much loss. It would still be at some odd angle, not p or s,
but that could be corrected using another half-wave plate.
In summary, the combination of attenuation stage and fiber formed a setup capable
of producing a beam of excellent quality independent of the incoming beam quality
and attenuation factor. In particular, hypothetical beam steering by a wedged halfwave plate (which was never observed, however) would be eliminated by the fiber,
only manifesting itself as a change in incoupling efficiency that can be taken into account in the calibration.
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7. Second Attempt: Using a Cube Beamsplitter
Since splitting the beam using an AOM had not worked out, another beam splitting
element was necessary. The most obvious choice, a coated glass plate beamsplitter, is
not very well suited for our purpose, since one beam traverses the glass body and the
antireflecting one of the two faces once, the other three times. A cube beamsplitter
on the other hand, consisting of two glass prisms with a dielectric partially-reflecting
coating on the common hypotenuse and antireflective coatings on the outer faces, is
completely symmetric.
At first, a Casix CBS0201 beamsplitter cube specified to have a 50/50 transmission/reflection ratio “for natural light” was used. After it turned out that “natural
light” meant unpolarized light and that the splitting ratio was far from 50/50 for our
linearly polarized light, it was replaced by a Newport 10BC16NP.9 “laser line nonpolarizing cube beamsplitter” that provides true 50/50 beam splitting independent of
polarization.

7.1. Wide Beam on Small Detector
If the complete incident beam should be captured by the photodiode, which has a
circular active area of 1 mm diameter, focusing down to about 1/3 mm is necessary,
according to the calculations in section 5.3. This in turn increases the intensity to such
levels that additional attenuation, for instance by neutral-density filters, becomes necessary to avoid damage to the photodiode and stay within its linearity range. Using
a beam of comparable diameter to the diameter of the active area is not advisable,
because in that case small lateral displacements cause large changes in the measured
power. In the opposite limit, however, with a beam much larger than the active area,
the deviations caused by lateral displacement decrease again, and as an added benefit,
since only a small fraction of the total power hits the active area, no additional attenuation is necessary. This means that this technique could allow to dispense with both
a lens and an ND filter with all their problems such as reflections, thermal lenses, or
dispersion.
A quantitative analysis was done in the same way as with the beam clipping errors
in section 5.3. The question to be answered here is, “When a Gaussian beam of radius W is directed onto a circular aperture of radius 1, what fraction (1 − Pd /Pc ) of the
transmitted power is lost when the beam is displaced from the perfectly centered position by a distance D?” The normalization to aperture radius 1 is chosen here because
with a fixed small aperture size and a variable large beam radius, beam displacement
tolerance is more likely to be specified absolutely than relative to the beam radius.
The transmitted power for a precisely centered beam can be calculated analytically:
Z

2π

Z

1

e−2r

Pc =
φ=0

2 /W 2

r dr dφ =

r=0


2
π
1 − e−2/W W 2 .
2

For a displaced beam, the integral
2π

Z
Pd =

1

Z

re
0

−2

r2 +D2 −2rD cos(φ)
W2

dr dφ

0
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again has to be calculated numerically, requiring an approximation to specify the absolute tolerance. This absolute tolerance is calculated from a given relative tolerance ε
in 1 − Pd /Pc as
∆ (1 − Pd /Pc )
ε≥
=
1 − Pd /Pc
!

⇒

∆Pd
Pc
Pc −Pd
Pc

=

∆Pd
Pc − Pd

∆Pd ≤ ε(Pc − Pd ).

The second-order approximation of Pd for small D can be calculated analytically by
exchanging integration and differentiation in the cartesian form of the integral:
d2 Pd
dD2
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⇒
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A small modification that empirically improves the approximation for larger D is ex2
changing the 1 − aD2 parabola by an e−aD Gaussian, as sketched in figure 11:
−



2
π
Pd (W, D) ≈ W 2 1 − e−2/W e
2

2
 4D

2
W 4 e2/W −1

.

This does not affect its validity as a second-order approximation, since the two func2
tions have the same zeroth, first, and second derivatives at zero (1 − aD2 − e−aD =
O(D4 )).
For small W, integration over a half plane instead of a circle introduces the error
function, similar to the calculation in section 5.3:



Z ∞ Z 1−D
x2 +y2
√ 1−D
π 2
−2
2
W
e
2
Pd (W, D) ≈
dx dy = W 1 + erf
.
4
W
−∞ −∞
Joining these two approximations along a heuristic boundary of D = 1.1 · W 2 leads
to an approximation of Pc − Pd that lies between 1.002 and 0.39 times the real value in
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Figure 11: Second-order approximation by a Gaussian

the interesting parameter region (less in the region near zero where 1 − Pd /Pc is less
than 10−9 ).
The end result, a logarithmically-spaced contour plot of 1 − Pd /Pc , calculated by
the Matlab files in the folder Wide Beam, is shown in figure 12. It is apparent that the
susceptibility to errors by beam displacement is maximal for a beam radius comparable
to the aperture (detector) radius and slowly decreases for wider beams.

7.2. Setup
Designing a setup that in its basic structure looks like the schematic in figure 1 is not
trivial. Requirements include the following: The beam has to fit through the Faraday
rotator and it should be relatively large at the focusing lens of the sample arm in order
to be easily focused down. A focus needs to be at the end mirror of the reference arm,
and the beam diameter at the detector should be around 6 mm if no attenuation is to be
required. Arm length difference and intensity ratio at the detector should be adjustable
independently of each other.
Evaluating beam diameters and the influence of lenses on them is best done in a
computer program that simulates propagation of a paraxial Gaussian beam through
optical elements (free space and lenses) using the ABCD matrix formalism [10]. Such
a program, implemented in Matlab, was already available and had been used for the
design of the AOM setup (section 5.1), but for the design of the present setup and the
simulation of its adjustment, its feature set was considered too limited. Therefore, a
new program was developed from scratch. It is included in the folder Lens Design
and its features and user interface are described in detail in appendix A, including
screenshots in figure 25.
A configuration that satisfied all requirements was eventually found and is drawn
in figure 13. A 38.1 mm lens both collimates the highly divergent beam coming out
of the fiber through the isolator and creates a focus on the end mirror of the short
(reference) arm. In the long (sample) arm, the beam widens up to 5.6 mm diameter
at the 75 mm lens that focuses it down to a spot of 20 µm diameter on the sample.
After the second pass through the beamsplitter cube, the two beams coincide, and at
the detector, 1.10 m after the fiber end measured along the short arm or 2.60 m along
the long arm, they have a diameter of 5.8 mm. By moving the sample arm lens and
readjusting the sample to lie at its focus, the arm length difference can be adjusted.
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Moving the high reflector in the short arm out of its focal position changes the beam
size at the detector and therefore the ratio of the measured signals. It also changes the
arm length difference, but this can be corrected by adjusting the long arm length.

7.3. Reproducing Sample Position
During the measurement process, the sample has to be removed and replaced several times, for instance for replacing the SESAM by a high reflector (cf. section 7.5 for
details). Accurately reproducing the longitudinal position and, less critically, the tilt
angle of the sample surface at these points is essential for a high precision measurement. For that purpose, an alignment control mechanism was put in place around the
sample. It is sketched in figure 14 and works by simple ray optics: The reflection of
a laser diode beam that hits the sample under a shallow angle is moved laterally (by
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up to two times the distance) when the sample moves perpendicularly to its surface.
After a folding mirror that makes the assembly fit on the table, a 12.5 cm lens converts
the parallel displacement of the beam into an angular movement. Amplified by the
propagation through about 1.5 m of free space, the deviation can then be observed on
a crosshair target. The 12.5 cm lens is slightly tilted, so that the reflex off its flat surface
misses the sample and goes straight on to a second crosshair target. Since this beam
is only reflected by flat surfaces, its intersection point with the target plane is mainly
influenced by tilting the sample. That way, the location of the spots on the two targets uniquely identifies the position and tilt of the sample. Alignment of the setup to
a given sample position is done by moving and tilting the 12.5 cm lens and folding
mirror until the two beams hit the centers of their targets. The purpose of the collimating lens in front of the laser diode is to control the spot sizes on the targets. An ideal
solution is not possible since shrinking one spot makes the other larger, but using this
particular lens, a small enough spot on the position target (where accuracy is more critical than for the tilt) was achieved. One problem with the laser diode was that its beam
was strongly elliptical, but the adverse effect of this could be minimized by aligning
the major axis along the vertical, a direction which is not used on the position target.
Using a He-Ne laser instead of the diode would avoid that problem as well. In the end,
this mechanism allowed reproduction of the sample position to an accuracy of about
20 µm, which is far below the Rayleigh range of the main beam’s focus on the sample.
Another mechanism of reproducing the sample position that was briefly tried is focusing the main beam onto a CCD camera using a flip mirror between the beamsplitter cube and the detector and an additional lens. Moving the sample back and forth
then changes the spot size on the CCD and the original position can be reproduced by
minimizing the spot size. This approach however only achieved about 0.3 mm of positioning accuracy, and since it seemed unlikely to be optimizable to below the 20 µm of
the laser diode assembly, the idea was not pursued any longer.

7.4. Avoiding Lock-In Amplifier Errors
Coherent Pickup
The primary source of error in a lock-in measurement at 100 MHz is an effect known
as “coherent pickup”. It means that some small part of the reference signal is, by capacitive and inductive coupling, picked up at the measurement input of the lock-in
amplifier, and since this erroneous signal is by definition phase coherent to the reference signal, it is not rejected by the lock-in technique, but registered and added to the
actual measured signal. In our particular application and with the dynamic reserve
settings of the lock-in amplifier set to “low noise”, which should minimize the coherent pickup, this effect caused the measured value to stay a few microvolts away from
zero even when the measurement input was shorted. With maximum detector signals
(100 MHz component as measured by the lock-in amplifier, i.e. RMS value of all odd
harmonics) around one millivolt and minimum signals down to nanovolts, this is a
sizable contribution that has to be taken into account.
If the coherent pickup were constant, it could be corrected by a simple constant offset of the measured values (which can be done directly in the lock-in amplifier), but
viewed at the resolution required for our project, it is not. First, it is very sensitive
to the position of the cables carrying the reference and detector signals, and even to
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people standing within a few meters of the setup. Second, it drifts around over time in
an irregular way (maybe “noise of very low frequency” would be a better description
than “drift”). These observations soon made apparent that it is not sufficient to measure the pickup before and after a measuring run and subtract a linear interpolation
between the two values from the measured data. Instead, it has to be measured before
and after each data point.
A Motorized Beam Blocker
To measure the coherent pickup for later subtraction from the measured signal, it is best
if only the main beam is blocked and everything else in the setup left unchanged. That
way, other possible error sources such as scattered light are included in the measurement and are corrected along with the pickup. To fit this function into the automated
measurement setup, a computer-controllable beam blocker was needed. Since no unused motion controller was available, it was decided to build our own motor controller
that could be connected to the lock-in amplifier’s auxiliary output, which can be set to
arbitrary voltages from the computer.
A DC motor with an attached gearbox was mounted on an aluminum angle bracket
together with two switches that would break the circuit after a bar attached to the axle
had moved by a certain adjustable angle. Switching the power to the motor was done
by a relay activated through a MOSFET directly by the lock-in amplifier output. A
small 12 V/500 mA lab power supply powered the motor and the electronics.
A problem that became apparent in the first tests of this design was that the motor,
after the bar had reached the end of the specified angle range and hit the switch to
break the circuit, continued running by inertia for a short time, thereby exerting so
much force on the switch through the gearbox that damage would eventually result.
This problem was solved by using a longer bar and switches with long elastic levers
that can withstand the additional force, as seen in the photograph (figure 15). Instead
of the screws that activated the switches before, the angles at which the switches are
fixed to the aluminum base now specify the desired angle range. Care has to be taken
to tighten their screws enough to keep them from moving during use.
Interference Problems
When the motor worked, it was placed into the setup and an arm with a black metal
plate at the end was attached to it that would be lifted into the beam between the
beamsplitter cube and the detector and out again, blocking and unblocking the beam
as directed by the computer. A LabVIEW sub-VI was developed specifically for that
purpose and inserted into the general measurement program (which will be described
in section 7.5). While testing this program with the laser turned off, a consistent difference of about 20 nV in magnitude between the points taken with the beam blocked and
those with the beam open was noticed. This is about 0.3% of the total pickup measured
and is clearly visible beneath the measurement noise.
The difference could not have been caused by the motor, since it was not running
at those points in time when the measurements were taken (only between them). Instead, it seemed to be caused by the current through the relay solenoid that is on in
one position of the beam blocker and off in the other. No explanation of how a DC current would interfere with a lock-in measurement at 100 MHz was found, but the effect
seemed to defy all attempts at eliminating it. Rearrangement of the cables, removing ground loops and reinforcing the ground connection at the designated ground-
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Figure 15: Beam blocker motor with controlling electronics (final version), LabVIEW sub-VI

ing point (the reference output of the laser), disconnecting the motor driver from the
power supply and from the lock-in amplifier and using batteries to power the relay
and provide the control voltage all were without success. The one change that seemed
to diminish the error most was to increase the distance between the motor and the
measurement electronics. Therefore, the motor was installed at the far end of the setup
and connected to the suspended beam blocker arm by strings and rubber bands. This
mechanism worked well, but further measurements indicated that it did not suppress
the unwanted effect as much as it had seemed.
The decision therefore was finally made to get rid of the relay and replace it by a set
of high-power MOSFETs. A circuit using 4 MOSFETs and 2 inverters from a CMOS
IC was designed and assembled, but when it was mounted on the motor and tested,
one of the transistors quickly failed. Because an inadvertent short circuit through the
metal table was suspected as the cause, it was replaced and the test started once more,
but again another transistor was damaged soon. Removing the big capacitor that was
inserted in parallel to the power supply in order to help the motor start and turning
up the voltage and current limits on the power supply very slowly made the electronics work for a few minutes of moving back and forth every 5 seconds, until another
transistor broke down. Apparently the protective diodes that were connected to each
transistor’s source and drain contacts were not doing their job. Only after the addition
of some more protective circuitry—diodes shorting the motor’s self induction voltage
through other paths, two serially connected, oppositely oriented Zener diodes in parallel to the motor, a capacitor in parallel and a resistor in series to the motor—the motor
driver electronics performed their job reliably. The pickup measurements were done
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again, and it was found that there still was a small influence on the lock-in measurement, now around 5 nV. Because this was smaller than the usual noise and only became
visible as an average error when comparing many data points, it was regarded as negligible (an idea that should later turn out to be wrong) and the problem was considered
solved.
Double Lock-In
An alternative idea for correcting the coherent pickup that was considered, but not carried out in practice is the “double lock-in” technique that is described in the SR844’s
user manual. The lock-in amplifier can divide its intermediary signal by the voltage
lying at its auxiliary input before it is filtered to reject non-DC components. If the laser
beam is chopped at a lower frequency and a -1 V/+1 V square wave synchronized to
the chopper is fed to the auxiliary input, the lock-in amplifier can directly measure a
value proportional to the difference between the signals with and without light. For an
accurate calibration, the amplitude and offset of the square wave have to be adjustable,
and an adjustable phase would help maximize the proportionality constant. Converting the chopper controller’s digital 0 V/5 V square wave output into such a square
wave would require additional electronics. Since the SR844’s auxiliary input is differential (neither of the conductors is tied to a specific potential), the first requirement
could be satisfied by a combination of two CMOS inverters and two potentiometers. A
function generator with a phase-lock input, if such a thing exists, would probably be a
better choice though.

7.5. First Measurements and Evaluation
Adjustment
With a high reflector in the sample mount, the necessary adjustments are performed.
First, the reference phase of the lock-in amplifier is adjusted until the signal from the
long arm only lies approximately along the positive x axis. This is not absolutely necessary, but it was adopted as a standard practice to get comparable x and y values in
the various measurements. Since the pickup of the lock-in amplifier was some microvolts in magnitude, 10 µV was the lowest sensitivity setting possible. An even smaller
range would not have made any sense anyway, because it would be exceeded by the
reflectivity modulation depth of our SESAMs. To help in getting the measured signal
of both beams combined into a square of 20 µV around zero, a makeshift LabVIEW
program (SR844 Display.vi) that reads the x and y values from the lock-in amplifier every 300 ms and displays them in an x-y graph was developed. By moving the lens and
mirrors, as described in section 7.2, the combined signal can be moved around in the
x-y plane. This process was simulated in the lens design program to get an idea of the
adjustments necessary to move the signal point in a certain way.
Placing the sample exactly in the focus proved to be difficult. A useful tool for a
preliminary alignment is an obtuse paper wedge that can be raised edgeways into the
beam from below without completely blocking it, so that both the incident and the
reflected beam are visible on its two faces using an infrared viewer. That wedge is
placed at the location of the preceding focus just after the beamsplitter cube and the
high reflector in the sample mount moved back and forth to minimize the diameter
of the reflected beam on the wedge, indicating that the beam is being reflected back
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Figure 16: Measurement software

into itself. Using this procedure, the end mirror could be placed in the focus with an
accuracy of about 0.3 mm. This corresponds to about one Rayleigh range and is not
enough for precise measurements, meaning that the positioning later has to be refined
further, as described in section 7.6.
To what point in the 20 µV square should the signal at maximum intensity be adjusted? Placing it to coincide with the pickup (i.e. adjusting the actual optical signal
to zero, as it was originally intended) means that it will not move when the intensity
is varied, but then the signal from a SESAM with a lower reflectivity will be farther
along the negative x axis, possibly exceeding the range. A better choice is to place the
maximum high-reflector signal near the right edge of the range, so that the expected
SESAM signal will be as near as possible to the pickup over the whole intensity range.
Adjustment in the y direction is less important since the signals should not move at all
in this direction, so a position between the pickup and zero is usually best.
Measurement
Measurements are done using the LabVIEW program CW Measure XY.vi shown in figure 16. It drives the half-wave plate to a new position, blocks the beam to record the
x and y components of the pickup, unblocks the beam, records x and y components of
the signal and so on for a specified number of data points spread out over the whole
range of attainable attenuation. For the choice of half-wave plate angles corresponding
to approximately regularly spaced intensities on a logarithmic scale, rough values for
the angle of maximum attenuation and attenuation ratio can be entered or read from
a calibration data file produced by CW Calibrate Waveplate Adapt.vi. Entering a lower
attenuation factor than actually measured, e.g. 35 or 40 dB, has the effect of spreading
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out the points more sparsely at the low end of the intensity range, while keeping a logarithmic spacing for higher intensities, which is often desirable because of the higher
measurement errors at lower intensities.
Because the photodiode signal alternates between high and low values with the
beam being blocked and unblocked, waiting for the lock-in amplifier to converge to
the new value takes a relatively long time. It was found that at least 10 time constants
were necessary for the pause between the completion of the beam blocker movement
and the taking of a measurement. With 6 time constants, the pickup measurement still
contained approximately 0.7% of the signal value, with 9 the ratio went down to 0.08%.
A time constant of 300 ms was found to be a good compromise between strong noise
and excessively long measurement durations. With the beam blocker movement taking about one second and a wait time of three seconds (moving the wave plate doesn’t
add to the time because it can be done while the beam is blocked), a typical measurement run therefore takes from five to fifteen minutes.
The time constant of the lock-in amplifier is set by the program, but all other parameters, including sensitivity, are left as set by hand on the lock-in amplifier for flexibility.
A complete measurement of one SESAM, assuming that a wave plate calibration
including the absolute power measurement at the sample position as well as a beam
profile measurement to find out the spot size on the sample have been done before,
then consists of three such measuring runs: first, the high reflector that was also used
for the adjustment is measured and the measured data, consisting of the waveplate angles and signal and pickup x and y components, saved to a file (usually named hr.txt).
This data will be used in the evaluation to get an absolute reference for the measured
reflectivities. Then the high reflector is removed and a beam dump placed behind the
sample mount to take a measurement of the short arm only, corresponding to the R = 0
measurement needed in the evaluation. Sensitivity usually has to be set to 1 or 3 mV
for this. This measurement is saved to another file (short.txt). Afterwards the SESAM is
placed in the sample mount, aligned using the laser diode, and a measurement taken
and saved. Additional measurements of the high reflector, SESAM, or other samples
can be taken for comparison. It is important that all these measurements use the same
number of data points and the same wave plate parameters, resulting in the same set
of wave plate angles, because the measurements need to be combined pointwise in the
evaluation.
Evaluation
First, the Waveplate Calibration Igor program (cf. section 4.3), after having analyzed the
calibration data, is applied to one of the measurement files and evaluates its power fit
and error estimate at the given set of angles, saving this data in a file (proposed name
meas_power.txt).
Then, the Matlab program evaluate.m in the folder Evaluation takes over. Because this
program was worked on until the last moment, it does not have a polished user interface, but the parameters have to be edited at the top of the program file. Evaluation
roughly proceeds as follows:
• The pickup values (average of the measurement before and after each point) are
subtracted from the measured values for HR, short arm, and SESAM.
• The average power values P and their errors read from meas_power.txt are converted to average pulse energy fluence using the measured spot radius w and
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repetition rate f :
F=

P
.
f πw2

• To improve the accuracy of the short arm measurement, which should be completely linear, but is affected by noise and by the relatively coarse quantization
of the lock-in amplifier at 3 mV sensitivity, a least-squares fit of the calibration
power values, which are expected to be more precise average estimates, to the
measured values is done. Formally, with the measurement regarded as a set of
points (s x , sy )i with the index i enumerating all powers at which measurements
were taken, and Pi the corresponding power values from the calibration, that
means that the Pi are scaled by constants a and b such that

∑ (aPi − sx,i )2 + (bPi − sy,i )2 = min
i

(this is a linear regression problem that is solved in a simple expression using the
\ operator in Matlab).
• The signal that would have been produced by the long arm alone is reconstructed
by subtracting the short arm values from the combined values for both the high
reflector and the SESAM, and using both the original and the fitted short arm
values for comparison. Reconstructing the long arm signal in this way is more
accurate than measuring it directly because the short arm signal, being linear,
can be improved by the fit, and the combined signal is measured with a higher
resolution.
• Up to now, all calculations have been done in the x-y plane. Now, the primary
direction along which the reconstructed long arm values are distributed is found
(ideally, they should lie along a line through the origin) and the values are projected onto this direction to get a scalar value. A useful definition of such a direction is that the sum of the squares of the perpendicular distances of all the points
to the line should be minimal. Carrying out the calculation leads to a very simple
formula for this direction:
!
1
2
2
φ = atan2 2 ∑ xi yi , ∑(xi − yi ) .
2
i
i
(This procedure is based on the assumption that each measured value is drawn
from a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution centered around some real value,
with all the real values lying on a line through the origin. It is conjectured that
in this case the described procedure yields better unbiased estimates for the distance of the real values from the origin than just taking the norm of the measured
(x, y) vectors, especially for points closer to zero than the extent of the probability
distribution.)
• The reconstructed scalar long arm values, proportional to the reflected power,
are divided by the respective values from the short arm, proportional to incident
power, to get a quantity proportional to the reflectivity (with one global proportionality constant, not one per point or per measurement run).
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Figure 17: Early measurement on ES134

• Comparing the high reflector measurement with the fact that the high reflector
is known to have a linear reflectivity of 99.75%, an estimate for the remaining
proportionality constant is found and a quantitative calibration of the reflectivity
scale is achieved.
First results
The first measurements were done with the SESAM ES134MG03, whose parameters
according to earlier measurements are Fsat = 3 µJ/cm2 , ∆R = 7.03 %, ∆Rns = 0.55 %,
Rlin = 92.42 %, Rns = 99.45 %. This is a SESAM of relatively high modulation depth
that should be easy to measure and therefore suitable for the first attempts. The results
of one of the first measurements are shown in figure 17. In addition to the measurements described earlier, the signal from the long arm alone was measured for both
the high reflector and the SESAM in order to compare it to the signal reconstructed as
described above. As expected, the direct measurements show more variation than the
reconstructed ones, which appear very smooth and, for the high reflector, very near
to the flat, linear reflectivity expected. What was not expected is that there would be
a systematic difference of around 2 % between the “accurate” reconstructed and the
“inaccurate” direct curve. This discrepancy will be addressed further on in the next
section (7.6).
The SESAM curve shows the familiar progression from a lower reflectivity Rlin for
low fluences to a higher reflectivity Rns at higher fluences. ∆R seems to be slightly
larger than the previously known 7 %, but foremost, both Rlin and Rns are significantly
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lower than expected. This indicates that the calibration of the reflectivity axis done
with the high reflector measurement does not transport well over the sample exchange
to the SESAM measurement. The cause for this problem was soon found and will be
discussed next.

7.6. Refinements
Focusing on the Detector
When designing the setup with the wide beam on the detector, it was overlooked
that in this configuration, the beam size on the detector, which directly determines
the power incident on the small detector surface, was very sensitive to the position
of the sample. Measuring the change in the detector signal from the long arm as the
sample is moved, in very good agreement to a simulation in the lens design program,
revealed a change of about one percent per 15 µm of sample displacement. With the
laser diode assembly only providing reproducibility of the sample position to 20 µm,
this causes a significant error in the measured reflectivity and readily explains the discrepancy seen in the reflectivity scale calibration between the HR and SESAM curves
in figure 17. Moving the detector farther away would have improved the situation
by a small amount, but nowhere near enough, and the wider beam would have lowered the power incident on the detector area. Because the positional accuracy was not
likely to be improvable by much, it became clear that focusing on the detector would
be necessary after all.
Using the lens design program, it was determined that a focal length of 10 to 17 cm of
the lens in front of the detector would be an acceptable compromise between too large
spot sizes and too short Rayleigh ranges. In addition, attenuation would be necessary
to keep the intensity on the detector down. At first, a 15 cm lens and ND filters were
used, but after the investigations described in the next paragraph seemed to suggest
that the ND filters were causing problems, another attenuation mechanism was looked
for. An idea that would combine focusing and attenuation was using an uncoated
concave lens as a focusing mirror: Fresnel reflection at the glass surface near normal
incidence would provide just about the right attenuation factor, and the advantage
would be that no additional media would be inserted into the beam path. Calculation
of the surface curvature of a concave lens from its focal length and index of refraction
indicated that the lens focal length would have to be 40–60 cm for a plano-concave lens
and 20–30 cm for a biconcave lens to achieve a focal length of 10–15 cm when used as
a mirror. A biconcave lens would be preferable over a plano-concave one because it
would add additional divergence to the portion of the beam reflected at the back face.
Unfortunately, no suitable lenses were found in the laboratories, forcing this idea to be
given up. Instead, the 15 cm lens was mounted and the glass wedge beamsplitter from
the AOM setup at an angle of incidence as steep as possible used as an attenuating
mirror.
Focusing on the detector means that the adjustability of the short arm signal magnitude by varying the beam size on the detector is lost. It can be restored by adding a
lens to the short arm as well (a focal length of 10 cm is suitable for the existing setup),
but in our case it happened that the additional losses made the short arm beam too
weak, while the unadjustable strength without the lens was just about right. A small
degree of adjustability remains by misusing the tilt of the short arm mirror.
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Reflexes
Extensive measurements were performed to investigate the difference between the reconstructed and the directly measured long arm signals that manifested itself in the 2 %
deviation in figure 17. A makeshift LabVIEW program recorded the lock-in amplifier
measurements as the two beams were manually blocked and unblocked just behind the
beamsplitter cube, all four combinations in turn and this repeated a number of times
to get an idea of the amount of noise. Evaluation of this data, naming the four signals
P for “pickup” (both beams blocked), S for “short arm only”, L for “long arm”, and
B for “both arms”, showed that (B − P) − (S − P), the reconstructed long arm signal,
was consistently offset by 2–3% in approximately the positive x direction from L − P,
the direct long arm signal. This was independent of the optical power (over 2 orders of
magnitude), beam alignment, and lock-in amplifier sensitivity. Replacing the ND filter
by a different one however changed the result, and removing it altogether (limiting the
power range) reduced the deviation to about -0.3%, suggesting that these filters were
the cause. Since in a completely linear system, the signals should add up exactly (a
fallacious assumption, as it should turn out), nonlinearities such as thermal lenses in
the filters were suspected, leading to the use of Fresnel reflection for attenuation, as described above. This changed the deviation to about 0.5%. On the other hand, nonlinear
effects should be dependent on the intensity, which was not observed.
The solution to this problem came in form of the insight that the pulses reflected by
the end mirrors are not the only contribution to the measured signals. In addition, a
multitude of weak reflexes from various surfaces of optical elements in the setup have
to be taken into account at the measurement accuracy we are trying to achieve. Broadband anti-reflective coatings such as the ones used on most of our optical elements
typically don’t reduce reflectivity to much less than 0.5%, and not all reflexes can be
avoided by intentional misalignment. These reflected pulses travel through different
path lengths and therefore their lock-in amplifier signals have varying phases and can
shift the main signal in any direction.
An important source of reflexes was also found in the beam blockers used so far.
Black anodized aluminum surfaces were particularly bad, still having a considerable
specular reflectivity. Paper surfaces, even white ones, were found to be much better,
as long as they were not placed near a focus, where the bright spot on them would be
imaged onto the detector by the subsequent optics. Black paper gave the best results,
but care has to be taken not to place it in a too tightly focused beam to avoid burning
it.
The reflexes can be classified into four categories: those that go straight to the detector without hitting any of the arm end mirrors, those that are reflected by the short
arm mirror, those that hit the long arm mirror, and those whose path leads over both
mirrors. The proper way of distinguishing them is not blocking the beams right after
the beamsplitter, but covering only the end mirrors of the arms and leaving all other
reflex-generating surfaces, such as the lens in the long arm, open (black paper covers
that can be placed on lens mounts were made for that purpose). Instead of covering
the sample, it can also be removed altogether, which can be more convenient at times
when it has to be exchanged anyway.
Taking this into account leads to the following theory. If all possible contributions to
the lock-in amplifier signal are
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p
rn
rs
rl
rb
s
l

pickup,
parasitic reflexes going over neither mirror,
parasitic reflexes going over the short arm mirror,
parasitic reflexes going over the long arm mirror,
parasitic reflexes going over both mirrors,
main beam reflected by the short arm mirror,
main beam reflected by the long arm mirror,

then the measured quantities are composed as
P
S
L
B

=
=
=
=

p + rn
p + rn + rs
+s
p + rn
+ rl
+l
p + rn + rs + rl + rb + s + l

and the quantities compared in the evaluation are
(B − P) − (S − P) = rl + rb + l
L − P = rl + l

(“reconstructed long arm signal”)
(“direct long arm signal”),

whose difference, rb, cannot be expected to be zero.
The conclusions to draw from these considerations therefore are:
• The 2 % difference between the “reconstructed” and “direct” curves in figure 17
is real and arises from the fact that the direct measurement of the long arm signal
that was taken for comparison is not a correct measure of all light that is reflected
from the sample in the actual measurement that led to the reconstructed long arm
signal—it is missing the rb part.
• The procedure for the actual measurement is correct and does not need to be
changed. The measured values that end up in the reconstructed long arm signal
are (B − p) − (S − p) = rl + rb + l, all of which contain one reflection off the
sample. (p instead of P is used here because in the actual measurement, the
pickup is measured with the beam blocked directly in front of the detector, while
the P from the current investigation includes reflexes from the beamsplitter cube.
The result is the same, obviously.)
Final measurements of the four combinations of covered and open mirrors in the
setup with the beamsplitter for attenuation indicated a difference of around 0.1 to 0.2%
between the direct and reconstructed long arm signals. This percentage was not constant, however, as the theory developed above would suggest, but contained a certain
nonlinearity for which no verifiable explanation was found. Since it was small enough
not to cause any serious problems, it was eventually decided to just incorporate it into
the measurement error for the time being.
Finding the Focal Position
Since the correct position of the sample in the focus of the beam is only known to about
0.3 mm (cf. section 7.5), it has to be refined by a procedure described in ref. [3]: Using
a SESAM of high modulation depth, such as ES134, several measurements with different sample positions are taken. (Only one short arm and high reflector measurement
is required for this. In principle, a high reflector measurement would not be necessary
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at all, since the reflectivity scale need not be calibrated, but the evaluation program is
not adapted for that case in its current version.) Because of the different spot sizes,
they show saturation at different pulse energies, i.e. the curves are shifted by varying
amounts in the horizontal direction. The lowest saturation energy is reached in the
focus, where the pulse energy fluence for a given pulse energy is maximal. Figure 18
shows a plot of saturation energy, found by fitting the model function to the measured
reflectivity curve, against sample position (arbitrary origin). Also plotted is the linear reflectivity found from the measured curves. This should not change within the
uncertainty of the focal position (about a Rayleigh range). If it does change, i.e. the
curves also vary in their vertical position, that means that the setup is not properly
aligned and beam clipping occurs somewhere. This is actually visible in figure 18, Rlin
exhibits a slight decrease towards the boundaries of the sample position span, and its
maximum does not exactly coincide with the Esat minimum.
Once the correct sample position is found and proper alignment is confirmed, this
procedure does not need to be repeated as long as no changes are done to the setup,
since the sample position can be reproduced using the laser diode assembly.
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Figure 18: Finding the focal position

Accounting for the Motor Driver Influence
In the evaluation of further measurements it became clear that the difference between
the lock-in amplifier signals for open and blocked beam caused by the beam blocker
motor driver electronics, being a systematic error, cannot be neglected, despite the
usual measurement noise being stronger. In fact, with its 5 nV it is in the same order
of magnitude as the smallest signals and still causes a noticeable error for the intermediate powers. Fortunately, this is easily corrected by offsetting the measured pickup
values by the amount measured when the motor was tested.
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Remaining Adjustment Peculiarities
In the detailed examination of the lock-in amplifier signals on the SR844 Display.vi—the
ability to record old values, i.e. have the measured point leave a trail, was implemented
for that purpose—while the setup was being adjusted, some interesting observations
were made. In general, these adjustments were performed with only one arm open
and with a high reflector mounted as the sample.
When moving the detector through the beam in the transverse plane, the signal was
expected to grow in magnitude as the beam starts hitting the active area, stay approximately constant while it moves across, and decay again when the beam exits the active
area. This was actually observed, but in addition the phase of the signal changed as
well, indicating a change in time delay. Shifting the detector around in all directions
showed that the phase change seemed approximately proportional to the distance of
the beam center from a particular point on the edge of the active area. On closer examination of the photodiode under a magnifying glass it was found that the electrical
contact to the upper surface of the photodiode was located near that point. This gave
rise to the hypothesis that the effect was caused by the electrical signal generated at the
point of impact of the photons needing a certain time to propagate over the photodiode
surface to the contact point, with the photodiode layer structure acting as a capacitive
electrical waveguide. Quantitative evaluation of the phase changes led to an estimate
of the propagation velocity of around 1/100 c. This seems possible, but no theoretical
calculations were done to verify whether it is a reasonable assumption.
This effect can be used as another means of checking alignment: If any adjustment
causes more or less phase change than expected, this is an indication that the beam
moves on the detector surface, which is usually caused by a not perfectly centered
lens.
When moving the detector in the vertical direction, the expected plateau of the signal
magnitude was not completely flat. It rather had two distinct maxima with a dip of
about 1% in between. No adjustment seemed to change that, questioning the theory of
a reflex not completely coincident with the main beam.
Moving the detector through its focus in beam direction also did not usually produce a completely flat plateau in the signal magnitude, but some strange oscillations
with an amplitude of about 0.5–1%, affected, but not in a predictable way, by other
adjustments. The phase on the other hand, which changes due to the changing beam
path length in that adjustment, behaved as expected.
Moving the sample back and forth, effectively shifting the focus position through
the detector, is also expected to produce a plateau in the signal magnitude in the range
where the beam size at the detector position is smaller than the detector size. Quite
irregular oscillations, also in the 0.5% range, were observed in that adjustment, and it
seemed to be quite difficult to find a detector position for which the maximum signal
was reached at the correct sample position as found in the procedure described above.
The phase change in this adjustment could be made to agree with the expectations by
realigning the lens in the long arm.
All these observations could not be explained by a beam profile measurement around
the detector position, which showed clean near-Gaussian beam profiles that agreed
well with the predictions from the simulation in the z range of interest (although there
were some irregularities outside of it).
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Final Version of the Setup
Figure 19 shows some photographs of the final version of the setup after all the changes
described in this section.

7.7. Final Results
The final measurement result on ES134 is shown in figure 20, and two measurements
on a second SESAM, ES160MG03, in figure 21. ES160 was chosen as a challenging
sample with a low modulation depth, and its saturation fluence is low enough to fit a
usable portion of the reflectivity curve into our limited fluence range. Its parameters,
as determined by earlier measurements, are Fsat = 79 µJ/cm2 , ∆R = 0.31 %, ∆Rns =
0.04 %, Rlin = 99.65 %, Rns = 99.96 %.
Several measurements were done in each case to get an idea of the reproducibility.
It is apparent that, with a difference of about 0.3 % between the two curves, this is
not perfected yet in figure 20, while careful readjustment of the setup led to almost
perfect agreement in figure 21 (top). Unfortunately, accuracy decreased again in the
next measurement, but the 0.02 % difference seen there is still acceptable.
The dashed lines are error bounds, they include the uncertainties from the power calibration and from the motor driver influence. What they do not include, because these
values are hard to quantify automatically, but easy to judge from the plot, is measurement noise and the global uncertainty of the reflectivity scale between several measurements. The circles denote the values obtained using the fitted short arm values,
the triangles were obtained using the original values. It is apparent that the fit agrees
with the original values within the expected uncertainty, but delivers a smoother curve.
For comparison, curves obtained earlier using the old SESAM characterization setup
that has been in use for some time [3] are included (gray diamonds). Agreement with
our new measurements is very good for ES134. For ES160, a vertical offset of about
0.15% in the calibration of the reflectivity scale is visible, which is inside the expected
calibration inaccuracy of the old setup. The shape of the curve again agrees well.
The error bars at the bottom of the plot indicate the local uncertainty of the fluence
scale. The largest contribution to the fluence error however comes from the spot size
measurement. This causes an additional global relative error in the fluence scale, i.e. a
possible horizontal shift on the logarithmic scale, which is indicated in the axis label.
The high reflector curves are mostly flat to within an accuracy well below 0.1 %,
a feature that was difficult to obtain using previous SESAM characterization setups,
except for a mysterious drop over the last few points that will be discussed in more
detail in the next section (7.8).
Using export.m, the reflectivity data obtained can be exported from Matlab and the
Igor procedure LoadAndFitFsat.ipf be used to apply the model function fitting procedure that was already used in previous SESAM characterization experiments [3]. Figure 22 shows the results of this procedure applied to the average of the measurements
from figures 20 and 21. Note that, due to the decay in the laser power available, the
fluence range does not go high enough to observe the roll-off caused by induced absorption [3, 4]. What looks like a roll-off in these curves is probably rather caused
by the as yet unidentified measurement error that is also visible in the high reflector
curves. For ES160, is is obvious that, although the fitted curve with roll-off fits the
data surprisingly well, the estimates of Rns and Fsat are most likely incorrect due to the
limited fluence range and the fake roll-off.
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Figure 19: The setup in its final version
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Figure 20: Final measurement on ES134
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Figure 21: Final measurements on ES160
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Figure 22: Model function fits for ES134 and ES160
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7.8. Remaining Problems
In a completely linear setup (with a linear high reflector as the sample), the data points
from the short arm and the reconstructed points from the long arm in the x-y plane are
expected to lie on two lines through the origin with an angle of about 180◦ in between.
This phase difference is proportional to the difference in arm length, and measuring
it means that the arm length difference can be calculated using the repetition rate and
the speed of light. For a nonlinear sample, this phase difference might not be constant
over the whole fluence range. For instance, a SESAM can impose high absorption on
the front of a pulse, be saturated by it, and reflect the rest of the pulse with lower absorption. This shifts the center of the pulse backwards, and it looks as if the pulse had
been reflected further back in the SESAM, traveling a longer distance. To see whether
such effects were visible in our data, a plot of the calculated effective arm length difference was added to the evaluation program. Sometimes the effective arm length indeed
seemed to grow by some tens of micrometers for higher intensities, but other times the
exact opposite effect was seen. Also, in the focus-finding measurements with different
sample positions, the calculated effective arm length curves did not shift by the same
amount as the sample was moved. But most of all, it became apparent that the high
reflector curves, which were expected to be completely flat, showed the same behavior. In particular, in all recent measurements, the phase difference for both the HR and
the SESAM grows slowly for lower intensities and then falls abruptly for the last few
points, as depicted in figure 23 for ES134 in the measurement discussed above. The
slight decrease in the high reflector reflectivity curve towards the upper end of the
fluence range that becomes visible in figure 21 also seems to be related to this issue.
No clear cause was found for this nonlinearity. When a measurement was made
with an ND filter between fiber and isolator, the nonlinearity disappeared, and when
the ND filter was placed in front of the detector, it reappeared. This showed that it was
neither caused by the variable attenuation apparatus nor by the photodetector, but by
something in between. A reflex off the surface of an optical element whose antireflective coating was changing its properties due to thermal expansion was suspected.
Viewed in the time domain, the stronger or weaker reflex, incident on the detector at a
different time than the main pulse, would change the average delay by a small amount.
Viewed in the domain of the 100 MHz component, it would be a small contribution of
different direction and varying length in the x-y plane. This hypothesis meant that
the nonlinearity would have to show up in the data from the short arm measurement
(which, according to the considerations in section 7.6, not only contains the pure short
arm signal, but also all reflexes). Assuming a surface whose reflectivity depends linearly on the intensity leads to the introduction of a quadratic component in the fit of
the short arm signal, and only the linear component, originating mainly from the end
mirror, would have to be taken into account in the phase difference calculation.
Doing this indeed improved the fit of the short arm points somewhat (mainly in
the y direction, which is relevant for the phase difference calculation, but not for the
reflectivity calculation). It did not, however, solve the problem. On the one hand, the
reconstructed long arm signal (for a high reflector) still did not lie on a straight line,
but curved off on the last few points, leading to the observed bend in the arm length
difference curves. The cause therefore seemed to lie in the combined signal, which
was quite inexplicable, since the measurement of the combined signal differs from the
measurement of the short arm signal only in the presence or absence of a sample. On
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the other hand, it became clear that the bend in the arm length difference curves was
much too abrupt for a quadratic model, a much higher power would be required to
describe it.

8. Further Idea: Using a Polarizing Cube Beamsplitter
While playing with the polarization dependent Casix beamsplitter cube, the idea came
up that such polarization dependence need not necessarily be a bad thing—it could
actually be used to our advantage in a slightly different setup. Such a setup would
schematically look as sketched in figure 24, and it would work as follows:

detector
λ

laser

isolator

⁄2

polarizing cube
beamsplitter
sample

high reflector

Figure 24: Schematic setup using a polarizing beamsplitter

The polarizing cube beamsplitter combines the functions of attenuation and beamsplitting. By rotating the half wave plate, the amount of light incident on the sample
can be adjusted over at least 4 orders of magnitude, just as it is done in our current
setup. The rest of the light goes into the reference arm. The reflected beams are recombined in the beamsplitter and hit the detector.
The beamsplitter has a very high transmission Tp for p polarized light and a low
transmission Ts for s polarized light (Tp /Ts is the extinction ratio). Assuming no absorption, the corresponding reflectivities are R p = 1 − Tp and Rs = 1 − Ts . The s
polarized component of the incident light is mainly reflected by the beamsplitter, most
of it goes into the reference arm, and only a small part of that light is transmitted to
the detector. Of the small part going into the sample arm however, most is reflected
into the detector. Since each beam is reflected once and transmitted once, they both
have Ds = Ts (1 − Ts ) times the original power at the detector. The same thing applies to the p polarized component, only that this light is mainly transmitted by the
beam splitter and most of it goes into the sample arm. At the detector, both beams
have D p = Tp (1 − Tp ) times the original power. Combined, this means that in any
case, the two beams have the same power, as required by our method (of course, some
adjustability will still be needed).
What the half wave plate does is adjusting the distribution of the incident power into
the s and the p component, changing the total power incident on the detector between
2D p and 2Ds . These two quantities need not be the same, as in general Ts 6= 1 − Tp , but
they can be expected to differ by less than one power of ten. Compared to the 4 or more
orders of magnitude of difference in the signals that have to be accurately measured in
our present setup, this opens the way for a truly wide dynamic range measurement. A
fundamental flaw in the current setup is that, in order not to saturate or even damage
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the detector at high powers, much light has to be thrown away. That light is then
missing at low powers, where it would help in getting a more accurate measurement.
This would be avoided in the setup described here. Even though Ds and D p are quite
small, no severe problems should arise from that fact, as the weakest signals measured
in the current setup are in that range as well, and they are even further reduced by the
attenuation in front of the detector.
No attempt at practically realizing this idea was made because it was to be expected
that new experimental problems would turn up in it. The remaining time would likely
not have sufficed to solve them all and was therefore considered to be better spent on
thoroughly investigating the current setup. One particular issue that could possibly
limit its usefulness is that it does not work if the SESAM affects polarization in any
way.

9. Conclusion
A setup employing a new method of measuring SESAM reflectivity over a wide dynamic range has been built and it has been demonstrated that it is capable of achieving
higher precision than previously used methods. Experimental problems overcome and
insights gained include the follwing:
• Accurate calibration of a wide dynamic range attenuation stage was achieved
using an adaptive measurement program and a model function fit procedure.
• Deteriorating beam quality of the laser source used was overcome by using a
large mode area holey fiber for beam cleaning.
• A computer-controllable motorized beam blocker was built to measure and take
into account coherent pickup of the lock-in amplifier.
• A setup for accurately reproducing the sample position in both location and tilt
angle using a laser diode was built.
• Reflexes in the setup exist and have to be accounted for. This is automatically
accomplished by the main measurement method, but has to be kept in mind
when trying to do comparative measurements.
• Finding the correct focal position of the sample is only possible by doing many
measurements.
Challenges that are yet to be fully mastered include
• unpredictable behavior of the measured signal in the adjustment of the setup
when examined to an accuracy of below 1%,
• intermittent reproducibility of measurements between one sample insertion and
the next (adjustment leading to good reproducibility for SESAMs with very low
modulation depth is not reliably achieved),
• inexplicable nonlinearities in the reflectivity and, particularly, phase difference
measurements on high reflectors.
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A. Matlab Lens Design Software Documentation
What follows is a short description of how to use the lens design program that was
developed to design the measurement setup and simulate its adjustment. The software simulates the propagation of paraxial Gaussian beams through thin lenses, and
its features include the following:
• Multiple beams can be defined which can have different properties and can be
affected by different lenses.
• Lenses can be positioned using expressions that depend on externally set parameters as well as properties of the simulation itself such as beam waist positions.
A possible use of this is simulating a mirror placed in a beam waist behind a lens
by making the position of the mirror image of the lens dependent on the waist
position.
• Arbitrary data, such as beam diameters at specific positions, can be recorded and
graphed over several computation runs with different parameters.
• Computation can be invoked from outside, e.g. to collect data about an adjustment in a loop over different values for some parameter. The collected data is
also made globally available for further processing.
The program consists of the files in the folder Lens Design and is started by running
design. This opens the window shown at the top of figure 25. Multiple beams can
be defined in the top right pane. This can be used to simulate multiple beams going
along different paths or for a single beam with different parameters in x and y direction. Selecting a beam in the list makes its parameters editable in the fields below the
list. The name is just used for labeling. The parameters that define the beam are the
wavelength, M2 , diameter and wavefront curvature radius at a specified z position.
The beam will start at that position and propagate to the right. All lengths are entered
in meters, as indicated in the quick reference text to the right. inf can be used as the
curvature radius for a collimated beam.
In the top left pane, lenses are defined. A lens is defined by its position and focal
length and by which beams it affects. These parameters are editable in the corresponding fields for the lens selected in the list. Control-clicking in the beams field selects and
unselects beams. Lenses can be reordered using the Up and Down buttons. This only
changes their numbering, they need not be sorted by position (since the position might
not be known yet at some times, or the z order might be different depending on some
external parameter).
In the plot pane, minimum and maximum z values for the beam diameter plot are
specified. d max is a maximum limit for the beam diameter and can be left at inf if no
beams should be cut off in the plot. The figure number field and the Keep old plot checkbox let you plot into a new window without disturbing the old one, or superimpose
a new plot over a previous one. A plot window looks like the example shown at the
bottom of figure 25. In addition to the plot of the beam diameter versus z for all beams,
information about lenses and beam waists is displayed. In the top margin, all lenses
are mentioned with their number, position, and focal length. In the plot area, lenses
are indicated as downward-pointing triangles with the beam diameter at their position
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Figure 25: Lens design software: design window and plot
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lp(i)
wp(i, j)
dw(i, j)
dl(i, j)
data1, data2

diam(z, j)
curv(z, j)

position of lens i
position of beam waist of beam j after lens i − 1
(i = 1 meaning before the first lens)
diameter of beam waist of beam j after lens i − 1
diameter of beam j at lens i
collected data sets 1 & 2 – one column per point, horizontal component in 1st line (data*(1,:)), vertical component in 2nd line (data*(2,:))
diameter of beam j at z
wave front curvature radius of beam j at z

Table 1: Data exported from the simulation to the base workspace

displayed above. Beam waists are indicated by upward-pointing triangles with their
position, Rayleigh range, and diameter below.
The data collection pane allows the specification of two independent sets of data
to be collected over several simulation runs, for example to examine the position and
diameter of a certain beam waist when a certain lens is shifted around. Data collection
is enabled with the check box to the left, and the expressions whose value is to be
collected are entered in the Horizontal and Vertical fields. The Clear button clears all
currently recorded data. It can also be invoked by calling cleardata() from outside,
e.g. in an automated data collection. If any of the two data collection sets is enabled, a
plot is automatically created in the specified figure window. If both sets are enabled,
they are plotted in the same plot area, unless the Separate axes checkbox is checked,
in which case two subplots are created. The collected data points are automatically
sorted by their horizontal component before plotting to allow them to be collected in
non-monotonous order.
With the Save and Load buttons and the file name field next to them, all data that is
contained in the design window can be saved to a file and re-loaded later.
The Compute button starts the computation, as does calling compute() from outside.
All fields in the design window that accept numerical values also accept arbitrary
Matlab expressions. They are evaluated in the base workspace, meaning that global
variables and functions can be used. This includes parameters set externally, by hand
or by an automated data collection routine, but also information that is exported by
the program itself. This information is contained in the arrays lp, wp, dw, dl, data1,
data2 and in the functions diam and curv that are described in detail in table 1. It is
also possible to use data that is not yet known at some point in the computation, e.g.
the expression for the position of lens 1 may depend on the waist position after lens
2, which itself depends on the position of lens 1. Such cases are solved by iterating
the simulation until parameters stop changing. If this does not happen after a certain
number of iterations, an error message is shown, and it is up to the user to decide
whether the simulation was in the process of converging to a valid solution or not.
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